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Employee Value Proposition Components
Corporate Brand

This slide is 100% editable. Adapt 
it to your needs and capture your 

audience's attention.  

Employment Brand
This slide is 100% editable. Adapt 
it to your needs and capture your 
audience's attention.  

Recruiting Strategy
This slide is 100% editable. Adapt 
it to your needs and capture your 

audience's attention.  

Employment Feedback
This slide is 100% editable. Adapt 
it to your needs and capture your 
audience's attention.  

Rewards & Benefits
This slide is 100% editable. Adapt 
it to your needs and capture your 

audience's attention.  
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Employee Value Proposition Canvas

Work 
Life

This slide is 100% 
editable. Adapt it to your 
needs and capture your 

audience's attention.  

Compensation 
& Benefits

This slide is 100% 
editable. Adapt it to your 
needs and capture your 

audience's attention.  

Professional 
Development

This slide is 100% 
editable. Adapt it to your 
needs and capture your 

audience's attention.  

Recognition 
& Rewards

This slide is 100% 
editable. Adapt it to your 
needs and capture your 

audience's attention.  

Culture

This slide is 100% 
editable. Adapt it to your 
needs and capture your 

audience's attention.  

Click here to get the PPT template!!
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The Performance-Values Matrix 

(PVM) model has two independent 

dimensions:

➔  Core Values on the x-axis and 

Performance on the y-axis. 

➔ The impact of an employee's 

performance on the company is used 

to measure performance.

Click here to get the PPT template!!
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➔ Employers use talent 

management to recruit and 

develop a workforce that is as 

productive as possible and likely 

to stay with their organisation 

for the long term. 

➔ This process, when implemented 

strategically, can help improve 

the overall performance of the 

business and ensure its 

competitiveness.

Click here to get the PPT template!!
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➔ Employee performance refers to 

how a member of staff performs 

their duties, completes required 

tasks, and behaves in the 

workplace. 

➔ Performance metrics include work 

quantity, quality, and efficiency.

Click here to get the PPT template!!
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➔ Succession planning is a strategy for 

identifying and developing future 

leaders in your organisation, not just 

at the top, but at all levels.

➔ It assists your company in preparing 

for all contingencies by preparing 

high-potential employees for 

advancement.

Click here to get the PPT template!!
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➔ Employee potential refers to a 

person's knowledge as well as their 

natural abilities.

➔ Employees who are capable 

demonstrate the ability to work 

independently and consistently 

deliver results.

➔  Individuals with high aspirations 

are eager to learn and take on more 

responsibility.

Click here to get the PPT template!!
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What is Compensation & Benefits ?

➔ Compensation and benefits refer to a company's compensation/salary and other 

monetary and non-monetary benefits provided to its employees. 

➔ Compensation and benefits are an important aspect of human resource 

management because they help to keep employees motivated. 

➔ It assists in providing benefits to employees based on their performance and 

actions, and it brings out the best in 

employees at the workplace.
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What are the four pillars of talent management?

➔ Finding the open position.

➔ Finding a suitable candidate.

➔ They are honing their abilities.

➔ Retaining the individual in order to achieve long-term business 

goals.
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What exactly is a performance measurement matrix?

➔ When possible, performance measures are drawn from 

documented measurement initiatives. 

➔ Clinical outcomes, utilisation, technical performance, and 

patient satisfaction are the four dimensions of traditional 

measures. 

➔ The PMM incorporates nine different types of measures from 

existing data sets.
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● SlideTeam is a premier Research, Consulting and Design agency that develops

and templatizes industry processes and best practices, frameworks and models across all 

industry and verticals to help customers present their strategies effectively and convincingly.

● In addition, Slide Team compiles data and statistics from thousands of sources

over a wide range of topics to help customers make intelligent decisions. We

develop and present our research in the form of fully editable PowerPoint

templates to make it easy for our customers to create presentations based on their individual 

requirements.

● With a large team comprising of Research Analysts, Statisticians, Industry Experts and 

Designers spread over 6 countries, SlideTeam now hosts the world's largest collection of 

Ready to Use PowerPoint templates on all topics and industries.

● Our team consists of professionals from Fortune 500 companies and Top Tier consulting 

firms involved in the process of researching and designing over a million slides that are 

available for our users on a subscription basis.

●  To Contact Us and set up a Live Product Demo join us here.
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